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Transform Your Business
To achieve this, BERTEIG develops and delivers live virtual professional education programs.
We help your leaders, managers and employees
develop knowledge, motivation and skills
leading to measurable improvements
in quality, speed and happiness...
Real Agility™.
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Section One:
The Real Agility™ Program

The Map of Real Agility™
Real Agility™ is the BERTEIG approach to organizational transformations
Including Agile, Digital and Leadership transformations.

Our educational offerings
provide learning opportunities
in the six categories illustrated.
These categories all need to be
part of a transformation effort
to achieve Real Agility™.

Positive Deviance
Kanban & Scrum
Open Space Agility

Scrum, XP
Teams & Collaboration
Iterative & incremental

Agile
Methods

Leadership Circle
Servant Leadership
Design Thinking

Leadership
Growth

Organizational
Change
Technical
Practices
Test Automation
DevOps & Cloud
Full-Stack Skills

Lean
Thinking

Systems Thinking
Kanban & TPS
Lean Six-Sigma

Community
Development
Social Impact
Purpose & Values
Unity in Diversity

Our consultants work with you,
your managers and your staff
to customize and implement
transformational educational
programs. We coach, mentor,
facilitate and train virtually.

Both Path and Destination

Real Agility™ is a Path

Real Agility™ is a Destination

The transformation path followed affects the
likelihood of reaching the destination. The
path of Real Agility™ provides values,
principles, practices and tools that keep your
organization on the best path. Being on the
path of Real Agility™ means commitment to
exploring with integrity the map you see on
the previous page.

The destination an organization has set its
sights on is the motivation to persist on the
path. The destination called Real Agility™ is
that of excellence in all aspects of work
including productivity, speed, quality,
customer delight, innovation, responsiveness,
collaboration, employee pride and, of course,
financial success.

Everyone in an organization is on the Real
Agility™ path. Executive leaders and the board
of directors follow the strategies of Real
Agility™. Senior and middle managers become
the cultivators of the culture of Real Agility™.
Employees deliver the results of Real Agility™
to customers and stakeholders. And everyone
tracks progress along the path to Real
Agility™.

Real Agility™ is the state of thriving in your
purpose-driven organization. All individuals
within the organization are able to utilize their
talents and interests to the utmost for the
success of the organization and the
community around it. The organization
encourages research, learning, exploration,
creativity, continuous improvement and
beautiful design.

Path: The Real Agility™ Program
Program Tracks

Program Stages

Individuals within your organization
participate in the Real Agility™ Program by
following one or more “tracks”. Each track is
designed for a different audience:
●
Executive leaders
●
Senior and middle management
●
Staff delivering valuable results
●
Those assessing progress in the program

Groups within your organization such as
delivery teams or management cohorts
develop their understanding, skill and
motivation to achieve Real Agility™ in stages.
These stages represent levels of maturity for
those groups and contribute to the overall
maturity... and business agility... of your
organization.

Each track has its own specific, systematic,
tested and refined set of steps, customized
for your organization. Groups within your
organization will start and complete these
tracks at different times – not everyone goes
through the program in lock-step. Each track
is a guide for your organization to move
through a series of stages of “maturity” on its
way to a destination of Real Agility™.

The stages each group goes through are:
1) Prepared – current state measured
2) Launched – the group is in the program
3) Stable – Real Agility™ practices in place
4) Performing – measurable improvements
5) Sustainable – Real Agility™ enculturated
6) Innovating – beyond “core” Real Agility™

LEADERSHIP

D E LIVERY

TRACK

TRACK

MANAGEME NT
TRACK

ASSESSMENT
TRACK

Destination: Real Agility™ Case Studies
Thirteen elite Agile coaches / senior managers graduated
from the Real Agility™ Management Track. Their personal
transformation and the real results each has had in creating
a better work environment for their staff and colleagues has
emerged over the two-year-long program. Over four hundred
additional participants in our learning events including
Scrum, Kanban and Scaled Agile are transforming the
business.
“The Management Track has been transformative, and
humbling, and exciting all at the same time... It’s a tough
competitive market out there, and it’s very important to be
investing in future leaders. The Management Track really
does that. It prepares leaders for the future.”
– Massimo Raimondi, Senior Manager of Development

Zero defects, 3x faster time-to-market and high-performance
teams with the Real Agility™ Assessment Track, Leadership
Track and Delivery Track for the CIO and his IT department.
The dramatic improvements in speed were the direct result
of the 18-month program.
“After 18 months of practicing with seven projects, we were
able to do the Term Re-Price project again in just 37% of the
time compared to our baseline. And defects don’t leave our
development teams... we have zero defects in production.”
– Cam Crosbie, Chief Information Officer

$10M/yr efficiency and quality savings with the Real Agility™ Leadership Track for the superintendent
and his shift and project supervisors. The improved teamwork, workflow, quality and efficiency in the
department of over 200 staff and contractors were a direct result of the six-month program.
“At the six-month point in the adoption of Real Agility™, the [leadership] team was united in their vision,
and had come to a point of capacity that no one had imagined.”
– Darin Zandee, Mining Projects Superintendent
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The Real Agility™ Assessment (RAA)
The Real Agility™ Assessment gives
you clear visibility into your position
along the transformation path.
Contact us for a sample RAA report
or to start your assessment now.

VISION CULTURE
Are the people in your company united
around a common vision?

URGENCY CULTURE
Do your people care about delivering
results now and not later?

TEAMWORK CULTURE
Do your people share a strong mutual
commitment?

IMPROVEMENT CULTURE
How well do your people take the
initiative to improve?

FOCUS CULTURE
Can your people focus on their work
without task switching or interruptions?

Customizing the Real Agility™ Program
Configuration Options

STEP

There are three main considerations for
customizing the Real Agility™ Program:
1) Speed / intensity – how fast does your
organization need results?
2) Scope or span – how much of your
organization needs to participate?
3) Level of support – how much will you rely
on BERTEIG for coaching and training?
Each of the four tracks of the program is
customizable: the balance between group and
individual coaching for a track, the specific
contents of each of the steps in a track, and
even adding or removing steps to account for
unique organizational needs. Finally, every
program is customized to optimize the
balance between the six aspects depicted on
the map of Real Agility™.

SPEED

SCOPE

1

STEP

2

STEP

3

SUPPORT

Real Agility™
Assessment

Real Agility™
Playbook

Real Agility™
Program Launch

DELIVERY
MANAGEMENT
LEADERSHIP
ASSESSMENT

Customization Service
Expert BERTEIG consultants work with your
leadership, management and staff to deeply
understand the specifics of your situation and
needs. The Real Agility Assessment forms the
foundation of our consulting service and is
used to guide the interviews, discussions,
workshops and research that we do as we
fine-tune the Real Agility™ Program for you.
The BERTEIG consultants create two drafts
and then a final version of a Real Agility™
Playbook for you to accelerate your progress
along that path to Real Agility™. In the
playbook you will find data and analysis, a
roadmap and detailed recommendations, and
reference Information. And you will receive
licenses to the customized Real Agility™
Program materials for your internal use.

Agile
Methods

Leadership
Growth

Organizational
Change

Lean
Thinking
Technical
Practices

Community
Development

Real Agility™ Program Track Descriptions
Delivery Track

Launch and mature an Agile team. Combines workshops, on-the-job training
and team coaching. Highly-skilled coaches support your staff teams to boost
their creativity, inspire their innovation, improve the quality of results, increase
their engagement and boost their productivity using a transformative team
development approach. Teams go through 12 program steps as follows:

1. Launch / Reset
2. First Delivery
3. Focus on Reflection
4. Focus on Learning
5. Focus on Planning
6. Focus on Action

7. Focus on Process
8. Focus on Events/Meetings
9. Removing Obstacles
10. Goal Setting
11. Building Capacity
12. Culture and Performance

The program is delivered per-team and supports teams using Scrum, Kanban
or other common team-based Agile methods.

Leadership Track

Leadership coaches support your executives to develop Agile mindset and
strategic management skills to ensure that critical success factors for Real
Agility™ are achieved. For executives, board members and senior managers.
Leadership groups advance through 12 steps of development as follows:

1. Leadership Agility Mindset
2. Urgency, Culture and Change
3. Success, Failure and Change
4. Change Adoption Curve
5. Focus on Planning
6. Knowing-Doing Gap

7. Enterprise Obstacles
8. Scaling / Large Efforts
9. Managing Risk
10. HR, Finance, Legal Agility
11. Leadership Pitfalls
12. Integral Leadership Agility

The program is delivered in cohorts and supports organizations going through
Agile or Digital transformations to address VUCA business challenges.

Management Track

Experienced management coaches accompany a cohort of your managers to learn the techniques, develop new skills and apply them directly to improve Real Agility™.
This program is designed to ensure your organization sustains its progress into the future. Participants in this program become elite coaches able to effect
measurable improvements in your company. For mid-level managers responsible for the implementation of strategic initiatives and the smooth function of their
organizations. A cohort of managers (12-20 people) advances through three stages of development (α, β, γ) with steps as follows:

α stage

β stage

γ stage

γ stage (cont)

1. Bias and Real Agility™ Mindset
2. Agile and Software Development
3. Corporate Culture and Agility
4. Complex Systems
5. Team Agility
6. Teams and Resources
7. Introduction to Mentoring and Training
8. Introduction to Facilitation
9. Introduction to Coaching
10. Coaching Delivery Teams

11. Introduction to Systems Thinking
12. Systems Thinking In-Depth
13. Scrum and High-Performance Teams
14. Dealing with Crisis and Conflict
15. Customer Focus
16. Organizational Change
17. Continuous Improvement
18. More Organizational Change
19. Learning and Motivation
20. Flow of Value

21. Large-Scale Agility
22. VUCA and Large Organizations
23. The Agile Ecosystem
24. Leading Change
25. Core Agile Tools
26. Change and Community
27. Business Agility
28. Economics and Management
29. Changing Corporate Culture
30. Avoiding Bias

31. Communicating Change
32. Innovation and VUCA
33. Change and Governance
34. More Systems Thinking
35. Learning Organizations
36. Competition and Culture
37. Complexity and Culture
38. Customizing Team Programs
39. Customizing Transformation Programs
40. Leading to Real Agility™

The program is delivered in cohorts and supports organizations going through Agile or Digital transformations to address VUCA business challenges.
* All three tracks are normally customized with a short consulting engagement before the launch of the program. The consulting engagement includes both assessment and a period of co-creation where
we work with you to ensure that the programs will lead to best-possible outcomes for your delivery teams, your executive leaders and your senior managers.

Real Agility™ Transformation Paths
Large
Enterprise
( > 1000 ppl)

Leadership Track
RAA Initial
Assessment

Management Track (α, β, γ – 2 cohorts)

DONE

Delivery Track

Total estimated return: $100M in 3 years. Typical 20:1 ROI. Eg. Scotiabank.

Medium
Organization
( ~ 200 ppl)

Leadership Track
RAA

Management Track (α, β – 1 cohort)

DONE

Delivery Track

Total estimated return: $10M in 2 years. Typical 12:1 ROI. Eg. Suncor.

Small
Organization
( ~ 50 ppl)

Leadership Track
RAA

Management Track (α only)

DONE

Delivery Track

Total estimated return: $1.5M in 1 year. Typical 5:1 ROI. Eg. Equitable Life.

The above are illustrative and at a suggestive, but not exact, scale. The Real Agility(TM) Program works for organizations sized from 8 ppl to 800 000 ppl.
Estimated returns are based on typical starting levels of efficiency. RAA stands for Real Agility Assessment.
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Section Two:
À La Carte Learning Events

Virtual Learning Events
We offer learning events affiliated with respected certification bodies: Kanban University, Scrum Alliance, and Scaled Agile (top
table) and non-certified events based on your need (bottom table). All our certified programs can be delivered as non-certified.
Certification Learning Events

Acronym

Duration*

Description

Team Kanban Practitioner

TKP

1 Day

Boost Your Agile Team Performance - accelerate workflow, teamwork, and manage dependencies.

Kanban System Design

KMP I

2 Days

Improve Knowledge Work Productivity - evolve your processes, management and Agility.

Kanban System Improvement

KMP II

2 Days

Optimize Services for Flow and Performance - management, Agility, and anti-fragility. Prerequisite: KMP I.

Certified Scrum Master

CSM

2 Days

Create Adaptive Product Teams in Any Business - improve teamwork and adaptability.

Certified Scrum Product Owner

CSPO

2 Days

Manage your backlog to achieve maximum ROI - deliver valuable products and results.

Advanced Certified Scrum Master

A-CSM

1 Day +

Accelerate Product Teams in Any Business - deepen teamwork and adaptability further. Prerequisite: CSM.

Advanced Certified Scrum Product Owner

A-CSPO

1 Day +

Innovate your product to optimize business results - deepen value and result focus. Prerequisite: CSPO.

Certified Scrum Professional Scrum Master

CSP-SM

2 Days / 15 Hours

Transform Product Teams in Any Business - take teamwork and adaptability further. Prerequisite: A-CSM.

Certified Scrum Developer

CSD

3 Days

Increase speed and quality of technical work.

Leading SAFe

LSAFe

2 or 3 Days

Take the next step towards agility for 50+ person efforts.

Public Open-Enrolment
Virtual Learning Events

Private Group
Virtual Learning Events

Non-Certified Learning Events

Acronym

Duration*

Description

Introduction to Real Agility

I2RA

2 Days

Boost Your Agile Team Performance - accelerate workflow, teamwork, and manage dependencies.

Leading to Real Agility

L2RA

2 Days

Improve Knowledge Work Productivity - evolve your processes, management and Agility.

Compelling Communication

CompComm

1 Day

Optimize Services for Flow and Performance - management, Agility, and anti-fragility. Prerequisite: KMP I.

Agile Software Developer

ASD

2 or 3 Days

Create Adaptive Product Teams in Any Business - improve teamwork and adaptability.

Customized Learning Events

Custom

1 Hour – 5 Days

See our complete list of training modules later in this catalogue.

Non-Certified Versions of Certified Events

SM, PO, etc.

1 – 3 Days

As in the table above.

Participants in our virtual learning events must be able to receive email from the berteig.com domain. Please ensure it is whitelisted in your corporate email system.
All participants must provide direct email addresses and direct phone numbers for contact in case of emergency or technical difficulties.
BERTEIG uses Zoom.us, Miro.com and Moodle installed on training.berteig.com for our virtual learning events. Participants must access these services with a high-speed internet
connection on a laptop or desktop device with a mouse and keyboard. Mobile device access is not suitable. If participants are using corporate devices, they must be configured to
allow access to Zoom, Miro and training.berteig.com.
* All Durations are the amount of time the participants spend with BERTEIG facilitators. Participants may also have additional time commitments for exercises, reading, preparation, etc. As well, most onsite and online offerings can be done with breaks between sessions. For example, a two-day Learning Event may be delivered in four half-day increments with two weeks between each increment.

Loyalty Programs for Individuals and Organizations
TWO COURSES.
ONE MEMBERSHIP.
TRANSFORMATIVE SKILLS.

Corporate Program
Loyalty Is Rewarded
At BERTEIG, we believe that continuous lifelong learning is
a key element to success and achieving excellence.
We developed the BERTEIG Corporate Loyalty Program to
encourage our clients to develop a culture of continuous
learning. The more people you train, the more money you
save, it’s that simple!

Receive at-cost refershers of any
BERTEIG course you've taken.

First-look at jobs within the
Agile space.

Personalized, impact-focused
coaching support.

Get a free listing on BERTEIG.com
linked to your LinedIn profile.

Exclusive professional
networking and learning events.

Proudly display your status
as a BERTEIG Professional.

Individuals are eligible for the BERTEIG Professional program
after attending two separate virtual or in-person learning events
with live facilitation and
which
together
Transform
Your
Business include a total of at least
18 hours of instruction and a total list price of at least CA$2000.
See https://berteig.com/berteig-professional/ for details.

STARTER
PROGRAM

MOMENTUM
PROGRAM

ACCELERATE
PROGRAM

ENTERPRISE
PROGRAM

Register
3 to 9 People
=
15%

Register
10 to 19 People
=
20%

Register
20 to 39 People
=
25%

Register
40+ People
=
30%

The discount level you reach by the end of the calendar
year is maintained for another full calendar year. As soon
as you reach the minimum number of registrations for the
next level, you move up and enjoy greater discounts.
The BERTEIG Loyalty Program is available for both public
open enrolment and private group training. See
https://www.berteig.com/agile-training/loyalty-program/
for details.

Real Agility™ Learning Paths
If you are a...
Scrum
Master

Agile
Coach

Project
Manager

...then this is your learning path.
1

2
SM

2
SM

1

2
PO

(CSPO, PSPO)

L2RA

4
PO

(CSPO, PSPO)

3
TKP

(CSM, PSM)

1
Executive

TKP

(CSM, PSM)

1

3

SM

(CSM, PSM)

2

RA-MT
α

3

Classroom
Learning

A-CSM

4
KMP I

4
TKP

Education
Program

RA-LT

Coaching /
Consulting

RA-MT
β

5
TKP

A-CSPO

Coaching

5

4

3
SM

5

Coaching

5
Coaching

6
CSP-SM

6
KMP II

7

Comp
Comm

Real Agility™ Learning Paths
If you are a...
Product
Owner /
Manager

Senior
Manager

Coder
or

Tester

Startup
Founder

...then this is your learning path.
1

2

I2RA

1

3
PO

(CSPO, PSPO)

2

L2RA

1

1

KMP I

KMP II

KMP II

RA-MT
α

3

4

5

TKP

RA-DT

3
PO

Classroom
Learning

Coaching

5

SD

(CSPO, PSPO)

5

4

(ASD, CSD)

2
TKP

KMP I

3

2

I2RA

4

Coaching

Education
Program

Coaching /
Consulting

RA-MT
β

Coaching

6

7

A-CSPO

CSP-PO

6

RA-MT
γ

Real Agility™ Training Modules
Agile Methods – Transform Your Teams
Agile Methods Foundations – Principles, practices, terminology and mindset
of agile methods
High Performance Teams – Launching, encouraging and monitoring peak
Performance in cross-functional teams
Scrum – Creating, accelerating and transforming product teams in any
business
Kanban – Improve productivity of knowledge work service delivery
OpenAgile – Project delivery acceleration and optimization
Agile Requirements Techniques – Understanding, improving and maximizing
business results

Agile
Methods

Leadership
Growth

Organizational
Change
Technical
Practices

Leadership Growth – Transform Your Leaders
Leadership Foundations – The responsibilities and limits of leadership, the
levels of leadership maturity.
Leadership Agility – Improving leadership skills that lead to both personal
and organizational agility.
Org. Culture and Change – Working as a leader to consciously shift
organizational culture to higher levels of maturity
Crisis and Change – Harnessing crisis for positive change
Agile Planning – Planning in VUCA business environments
Scaling / Large Efforts – Leading large groups of people to create and
maintain agility for large work efforts
Governance – Ensuring agility and governance remain complementary
Coaching Skills – Helping individuals, teams and departments to achieve
their goals with coaching skills
Training/Presentation Skills – Informing, inspiring and developing skills
in large groups of people
Group Facilitation Skills – Resolving conflict and facilitating effective
decision-making in groups

Lean
Thinking
Community
Development

Lean Thinking – Transform Your Processes
Lean Thinking Foundations – Process and system improvement with human
ingenuity
Process Improvement – Understanding waste, queueing theory, statistical
process improvement, process experiments for VUCA and non-VUCA work
Personnel Development – Human resource practices and principles in
Self-organizing and team-oriented work environments
Quality Improvement – Quality improvement mindset and practices
Systems Thinking – Maximizing total system performance, avoiding suboptimal and/or unintended outcomes

BERTEIG Training modules can be used with our default content or can be customized. Each module has up to four levels of content.
Modules at higher levels always require the content from lower levels. Higher-level modules often require customization. Some
modules have other modules as pre-requisites. For detailed information about each module, its levels and prerequisites, please contact
us at info@berteig.com or 1-800-215-2314.

Organizational Change – Transform Your Company
Organizational Change Foundations – Leadership, urgency, culture and systems.
Invitational Change – Encouraging change through grassroots or bottom-up
initiative in low urgency change environments
Pragmatic Change – Implementing change through systematic managementdriven initiatives in strategic change environments
Transformational Change – Catalyzing change through inspiring leadershipdriven initiatives in high-urgency change environments
Sudden Change – Forcing immediate change in existential threat environments
Change and Culture – Leveraging culture to overcome organizational inertia
Agility, Bias and Change – Reducing bias and prejudice to accelerate org. change

Agile
Methods

Leadership
Growth

Organizational
Change

Technical Practices – Transform Your Work
Technical Practices Foundations – Simplicity, excellence, professionalism,
ethics and individual and collective practices
Collective Work Ownership – Creating and leveraging collective responsibility
and commitment to work execution and outcomes
Specification by Example – Working with customers, users and other
stakeholders to understand needs and wants and translate those into
technical solutions
Refactoring / Rework – Embracing changing requirements, technologies,
skills and insight to maintain state-of-the-art solutions
User Stories – Capturing requirements as micro-features and micro-benefits
for users and customers
Build Quality In – Avoiding the exponential cost of defect fix delays by
creating defect-free solutions
Delivery Automation – Creating and optimizing build, test and deployment
automation with devops and cloud services
Version Management – Tracking change for knowledge management and
risk management
Agile Design and Architecture – Creating and maintaining coherent solutions
across complex, heterogeneous technical environments

Technical
Practices

Lean
Thinking
Community
Development

Community Development – Transform Society
Community Development Foundations – Understanding and building healthy
communities
Social and Economic Development – Producing social and economic value
In collaboration with government, non-profits, charities, communities and
minorities
Internal Communities – Encouraging and sustaining communities of practice
communities of interest and social communities within your organization
External Communities – Integrating with and supporting relevant professional,
social, geographic and cultural communities outside your organization
Communication and Media – Building and sustaining healthy communication
and media relationships for reputation and social responsibility
Agility, Politics, Economics and Justice – Your business and improving its
impact on society at large

BERTEIG Training modules can be used with our default content or can be customized. Each module has up to four levels of content.
Modules at higher levels always require the content from lower levels. Higher-level modules often require customization. Some
modules have other modules as pre-requisites. For detailed information about each module, its levels and prerequisites, please contact
us at info@berteig.com or 1-800-215-2314.
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Section Three:
Additional Information

About BERTEIG
BERTEIG (Berteig Consulting Inc.) was founded in September 2004 by
Mishkin Berteig and his partner Melanie Andersen. BERTEIG was,
from the first, all about agility, business results, and the happiness of
people working in corporate environments.
Mishkin’s multi-disciplinary background as a software developer,
educator, musician and autodidact in all things business led to growth
in both staff and the sophistication of the BERTEIG services available.
Now with ten full-time employees, dozens of trusted partners and subcontractors, and a brilliant reputation for inspiring, practical and
informative training, coaching and consulting, BERTEIG has shifted to
an all-virtual delivery model.
BERTEIG has trained over 15,000 people around the world including
places as diverse as India, Romania, China, Mexico, and of course, our
home base of Canada.
BERTEIG has helped dozens of organizations with their Agile
adoptions and transformations using the Real Agility™ Program. We
learn from each coaching and consulting engagement to make the
next one even better!

Customer Testimonials
“It’s been a game-changer in my life, both professionally and even with
my family. I’m more proud of what I do. My experience going through
the Real Agility – Management Track with Scotiabank and BERTEIG has
given me a new spark that allows me to see things differently. I feel
blessed to have been chosen to be a part of the program. The BERTEIG
instructors have so much knowledge that I was able to gain from them.
It is honestly one of the best things to have happened in my life.” —
Maruan Haidar, Agile Coach, Scotiabank
“Great class! Learned so much in two days. By the end of the class,
my Scrum team actually managed to get into a ‘flow’. I'm very
satisfied!” — Maria-Angela Orzea, Innovation & Commercial
Effectiveness Manager, Roche Diagnostics Canada
“Great course, exceeding my expectations! I was able to learn more
than anticipated and am anxious to apply the knowledge I gained with
my team!” — Kim Asling, Product Owner, Veterans Affairs Canada
“Exactly what I wanted. Was a little hesitant attending as I was aware
most other participants had experience. I was worried I would be
lost. It was the opposite. I felt totally comfortable and was an active
participant. More so than I usually am in training courses. Very
impressed!” — Paul Bradley, Product Owner, Veterans Affairs Canada
“I highly recommend this training course to anyone.... The training is
INSPIRATIONAL to say the least!” — Parikshit Ranade, Project Manager,
Esri Canada
Find thousands more testimonials at:
https://www.berteig.com/testimonials/
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